
Conservationists, Christians team up
for toad.

The people trying to save the
endangered arroyo toad, which
inhabits river basins in the North
County, may have some almighty
clout behind them.

A religious group has joined
conservationists in a lawsuit
demanding that the federal
government do more to help the
imperiled amphibian, and they've
added prayer to the array of
protections for the toad.

Christians Caring for Creation, a
nationwide prayer network with
headquarters in Pasadena, together
with the Tucson, Ariz.-based Center
for Biological Diversity, are
challenging a critical habitat
designation for the toad issued by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in
April.

The two groups have gone to court
together several times in recent years
-- including an earlier effort on behalf
of the arroyo toad.

David Hogan, urban wildlands
director for the Center for Biological
Diversity, said: "Some people seem
surprised by the partnership. Really,
it makes a lot of sense when we have
goals as similar as ours."

Although environmentalism has in
the past been seen as the domain of
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secular liberals, increasingly it's being
preached from the pulpit. The "What
Would Jesus Drive?" campaign for
fuel efficiency is one prominent
example.

Connie Hanson, co-founder with her
daughter and director of Christians
Caring for Creation, sums up her
group's mission as "pray and
protect."

"We feel that God has told us to
protect his creation," she said. "He
loves it. He's told us to protect it."

She said she circulates prayer
requests to several hundred people.

"When we see there's a need, we
send it out, and people e-mail us
requests from around the country. . .
. We get lots of requests about
protection for our national forests,"
she said. "Some of our people are
involved in trying to stop
mountaintop removal in West
Virginia, wetlands, forests . . .

"I think we just add the spiritual
dimension to this," Ms. Hanson
added.

"They're very passionate," Mr.
Hogan said of Christians Caring for
Creation. "Our missions are very
similar."

But whereas the staff of the Center
for Biological Diversity talks about
habitat degradation and
fragmentation and water-quality
impacts, Ms. Hanson is inclined to
quote passages from Genesis, in
which God commands Noah to fill an

ark with all the Earth's creatures so
they survive the great flood.

This particular lawsuit concerns a
small, buff amphibian adorned with
dark spots and bumps. It lives in
shallow pools and sandy terraces
and ventures onto adjacent land for
food and shelter.

Fish and Wildlife Service officials say
arroyo toads have disappeared from
about 75 percent of their former
habitat -- casualties of development,
agriculture and other encroachments.
Introduced species such as bullfrogs,
bass and sunfish have also taken a
toll.

The arroyo toad was listed as
endangered in 1994.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has
made several attempts to designate
critical habitat for the creature,
landing the agency in court
repeatedly.

Now, Christians Caring for Creation
and the Center for Biological
Diversity say the federal agency's
latest effort has left out "essential"
toad hopping grounds.

The service has designated 11,695
acres across five Southern California
counties, including about 4,800 acres
around the Sisquoc River in Santa
Barbara County. The first proposal,
in 2000, outlined 478,419 acres of
critical habitat.

Mr. Hogan also takes issue with the
Fish and Wildlife Service's economic
analysis of the effects of the
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designation -- estimated at more than
$1.475 billion over 20 years for a
designation of about 95,000 acres made
earlier this year. He said it exaggerated
the costs and "totally ignored the
known economic benefits of protecting
habitat" for the toad. Such measures
result in cleaner drinking water and
protect riparian areas that filter out
pollutants that would otherwise run
from rivers into the ocean, Mr. Hogan
said.

And "people like to live near natural
habitats that are protected for wildlife,"
he added, so there's benefits for
homeowners and developers.

However the estimated cost of the
designation was the main reason the
Fish and Wildlife Service cut back the
critical habitat designation once again-
- to 11,000 acres -- in the decision issued
a few months ago.

Now that effort will be taken back to
the courts.

A spokeswoman for the Fish and
Wildlife Service said the agency has
not yet seen the lawsuit, so she could
not comment on it.

Mr. Hogan said: "It makes it very clear
that there's a very broad interest in
protecting endangered species. It's not
just environmentalists, it's religious
leaders.”


